
Macao Scenery

Wong Io Wa: 
Vitality and Inspiration of Nature 
in Painting

“Wong Io Wa’s Works Exhibition”, part of “Macao Artists Promotion Plan” sponsored by Macao 

Foundation, was held at Exhibition Hall of Macao Center of Education, Science and Culture from 

November 4 till 13. Consisting of 42 selected works by Macao artist Wong Io Wa, this exhibition brought 

the local public to appreciate the natural landscape full of ideal serenity of empty mountain as well 

as the sketches made all over China. Along with the exhibition the album “Wong Io Wa’s Album” was 

issued simultaneously.

Distinguished guests such as Mr. Shao Bin, assistant director of Department of Culture and Education 

of Central Liaison Office in Macao, Mr. Li Nan, director general of Department of Public Diplomacy and 

Information of Commissioner’s Office of Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Macao, Mr. Au Weng Chi, member 

of Board of Directors of Macao Foundation, Mr. Lok Po and Mr. Lei Pui Lam, members of Entrust 

Committee of Macao Foundation, Mr. Lok Hei, vice president of Macao Artists Society and the author 

Wong Io Wa, attended the opening and ribbon-cutting ceremony.

Long time ago, Wong Io Wa left the narrow streets of Macao and traveled as far as Zhangjiajie Natural 

Reserve in Hunan Province where he shuttled among the peculiar mountains, experienced the magnificent 

scenery and got bathed in the dew of morning light. Years of sketch-inspiration journey have led to his 

unbreakable bond with nature. The yellow-earth plateau in Shaanxi, pure land in Tibet, red earth in Yunnan 

and cutting-edged Taihang Mountain have imbued countless nutrition into his creation. In his opinion, green 

mountains and streams as well as variation of four seasons are unselfish gifts from nature to arts. In face of 

nature, listening carefully in a respectful manner, one will obtain endless vitality and inspiration. 
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Born in Macao in 1947, Wong Io Wa took up fine arts education 

and participated in various events in the 1970s. In the 1980s, he 

acted as tutor of fine arts teacher training class of Department 

of Education (currently as Administration of Education and 

Youth), tutor of Western Painting sponsored by Macao 

Artists Society, and opened fine arts training class for campus 

communities. With the establishment of Yellow Mountain 

Academy”, he had his works exhibited in National Fine Arts 

Exhibition, Guangdong Provincial Fine Arts Exhibition and some 

exhibitions jointly sponsored by Macao Artists Society and Yu 

Un Chinese Calligraphers and Painters Association of Macao. 

In the 1990s, he participated in the Watercolor Painting Invited 

Exhibition of Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao, Member 

Exhibition of Macao Artists Society, and presented Twin 

Sketches Exhibition with Macao artist Mr. Lio Man Cheong. 

From the year 2000 on, he was invited to participate in the 

personal exhibition titled “Serenity of Mountain and Forest” 

sponsored by IACM, took up inspiration sketches and participate 

in “Splendid Macao” exhibition in Tibet, participated in “Trace in 

Tibet” exhibition, Member Exhibition of Macao Artists Society, 

“ Korea, Hong Kong and Macao Art Exchange” exhibition, and 

“Watercolor 3 Feel” exhibition together with Macao artists Lio 

Man Cheong and Sio In Leong. Ever since 2010, he has been 

devoted to art creation and community events, traveled into 

and out of Tibet and Taihang Mountain to collect materials for 

creation. His paintings have always been characterized with 

ideal serenity of empty mountain.
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